
YOUTUBE



Info
Youtube is a web platform for publishing and sharing videos born 
on February 14, 2005, and was then bought by Google in 2006. 
It has had a gigantic impact on the world media panorama, far 
surpassing Facebook. 
It has become a cultural phenomenon in a short time, a gigantic 
space of the digital continent that deserves to be inhabited.



Subscriptions
This web platform is associated with the possibility of subscribing and 
receiving extra functions. 
The costs are: 12 euros if you want Youtube Premium and 10 euros if you 
want to buy the Youtube Music Premium Package to listen to music 
without interruptions and advertisements. 
The advantages of Youtube Premium are: viewing the videos without any 
advertising, the possibility of downloading the videos, so that they can 
also be viewed offline, the possibility of viewing the videos in the 
background on smartphones and tablets, the use of YouTube Music (the 
music streaming service) and viewing of the original contents (films, TV 
series, documentaries, etc.) of the YouTube Original section.



Monetization
Youtube allows "content creators", ie all people who upload videos to youtube on a 
regular basis, to earn money on their videos.

Each youtuber can be monetized both from a personal brand and directly from youtube, 
on which, however, taxation takes place; in fact, videos, if sponsored by a brand that 
makes a contract with the youtuber, are not subject to taxes, but to find a brand that 
sponsors you it takes a lot of fame and ability to attract the public.

Youtube monetization of content creator videos is done through advertisements, which 
appear at random spots while playing them.

A youtuber can start earning from his videos after exceeding 10000 subscribers to the 
channel and by connecting his youtube account to a paypal or any type of online 
monetary top-up. But the gain is not calculated based on subscribers or on likes, which 
are a simple feedback for the content creator, but from views; the more you do, the 
more you earn.



■ Commercial break

■ Unwanted videos

■ Videos unsuitable for certain 
ages

■ Incitement to violence by some 
individuals

■ Simplified sharing thanks to 
links

■ Creation of playlists

■ Ability to comment
■ See videos and songs endless 

times and at any time

■ Ability to share posts with the 
community

■ Customize the speed and quality 
of video playback

PROS CONS



DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN

Social media communication – Interpersonal communication



Social Media Communication
Social media are not just platforms through which to share posts on Instagram or 
follow influencers and celebrities, but they are also communities for creating 
content, virtual meeting places, discussion forums, as well as tools to be used 
within a broader marketing and advertising strategy.

The main feature is therefore their horizontality in the creation and diffusion of 
contents which is opposed to the verticality of the classic mass media.

Unlike traditional media, in fact, in social media all the subjects are at the same 
level. With the advent of social media, not only the classic roles of communication 
change, but also the methods of communication: we no longer speak of a one-sided 
message of the "one to many" or "broadcasting" type, but of a multidirectional 
message of the type "Many to many" or "peer to peer". The "monologue" becomes 
a "dialogue" between users, media and companies, sender and receiver alternate 
in a continuous flow of roles, but without hierarchies



Interpersonal Communication
Interpersonal communication is the exchange of verbal and non-verbal signals 
between at least two people located in a social context, intentionally disposed 
towards each other, in a relationship of interdependence in which each 
significantly influences the behavior of the other. The relational dynamic is 
therefore co-defined by the people involved in interpersonal communication.

It has become an object of study since the early 1960s, starting in the United 
States and subsequently in the rest of the world, and is constituted by the set of 
phenomena that convey the exchange of information between two or more people 
both through verbal and body language.
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